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on a graceful sweeping curve, and a new elegance appears
in every detail.
But there was still abundant strength. Especially char-
acteristic are the vigorous wooden carved figures which
guard the temple gateways. These Shi-Tenno are the four
guardians or Devaraja of Indian mythology, which reflect
the military enthusiasm of the early Heian era, and are
masterpieces of titanic energy. Their close-fitting armour
seems to derive from the Turkistan uplands, for that of the
Japanese is a kind of shard or screen hung about the body,
and it was perfected in this era, whereas exact prototypes of
these cuirasses and plates for arms and thighs arefound in the
frescoes of the East Asian hinterland and of T'ang China.
The same vigour and power is to be seen in the famous
'Red Fudo' of Koyasan. It belongs to the ninth century
according to Japanese critics, some of whom attribute it to
Kukai himself. The artist has evidently watched a devas-
tating fire, and if the main figure is primitive the halo is
the work of an advanced art. Fudo is the Hindu god
Achala, the Immovable, adopted into the Buddhist Pan-
theon, and adapted to Japanese ideas.
This process, begun by Gyogi and carried on by Kukai,
was completed in the Fujiwara era, and though Nichiren
called Kukai the 'prize liar of Japan* he was rather the
exemplar of a process inevitable in a missionary religion,
which gradually takes over existing deities, and adapts them
to its uses. The pantheistic philosophy of Mahayana Bud-
dhism made this process easy, for it taught that the Buddha-
nature was in all things, and a Shinto god or a local hero
easily became a Bodhisattva, or even a Buddha. The
classical example of this process is the identification of the
imperial ancestress Amaterasu with the Sun-Buddha Vairo-
chana, and the worship of sun-gods like Apollo and Mithras
may well have entered into the stream of Buddhism as it
spread through Graeco-Indian kingdoms and Persian sat-
rapies. To-day at Koyasan the cult of the all-pervading sun
is celebrated with great pomp, and ancient Vedic practices
such as the homa-sacrifice and the cult of fire live on in the

